
 
 

Systems Navigator releases game-changing features  
for Scenario Navigator web 

 
  
DELFT; September 22, 2020 – Systems Navigator introduces another set of powerful new features 
for its web-based decision support platform Scenario Navigator. By using a combination of models 
and data, better decisions can be made resulting in more efficiency, quality and greater service in 
combination with lower operating cost. 
 
New Scenario Navigator functionality includes: 
• Interactive resource chart with drag & drop capability for operational planning and scheduling; 
• Parallel coordinates chart for extensive multi-scenario comparisons; 
• New data tables with all the options found in spreadsheets, now in your browser; 
• New container charts allowing unlimited combinations of line & Gantt charts; 
• New cross filters enabling dynamic data visualizations in a single dashboard; 
• Drawing tool that allows users to design and experiment with their current or future network. 
  
“We keep stacking our Scenario Navigator platform with more functionality. I don’t think there is 
another solution like it in the world of simulation models. If you want to deploy these models to end 
users and turn them into digital twins, you should use Scenario Navigator!” – Rienk Bijlsma, Systems 
Navigator’s founder & CEO. 
  
About Scenario Navigator 
Launched in 2003, Scenario Navigator was the first software dedicated for scenario management of 
simulation models. Back then, the usual interface to simulation models was an MS Excel spreadsheet. 
Sharing models with multiple users proved to be difficult, which led to the development of Scenario 
Navigator. Initial functionality included; user interface, results visualization & scenario management. 
Since 2009 this functionality became available in the cloud, and has been extended with; model 
hosting, auditing, scenario management & comparison. The platform enables simulation experts to 
turn their models into applications that can be used for operational decision support. The software has 
evolved from a tool that supports experimentation to a cloud-based platform that can be part of a 
Digital Twin. Many leading companies have already embraced Scenario Navigator technology to 
successfully deploy simulation and optimization models in the cloud, giving their business users and 
analysts easy access to the power of advanced decision support. 

 
About Systems Navigator 
Systems Navigator is a global leader in advanced and predictive decision support technology. Since 
2003, our employees are working around the globe for a wide range of customers on the most 
challenging projects. We assist our customers in making better decisions on where to spend their 
capital by demonstrating the impact of change through simulation modelling.  
 
 

https://www.systemsnavigator.com/scenario-navigator
https://www.systemsnavigator.com/scenario-navigator


Our Dropboard platform for planning & scheduling helps companies optimize their operations, improve 
customer service and maximize the use of their assets. 
 
To learn more about Scenario Navigator, or Systems Navigator, contact our office at +31 (0) 15 750 
1030, email us or visit the website at https://www.systemsnavigator.com/scenario-navigator.  
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